
 
    

 

 
ICON plc is a contract research organization (“CRO”), incorporated in 1990, which provides outsourced 
development services on a global basis to the pharmaceutical, biotechnology and medical device industries. 
They specialize in the strategic development, management and analysis of programs that support all stages of 
the clinical development process - from compound selection to Phase I-IV clinical studies. The company earns 
revenues by providing several different services to its customers. These services, which are integral elements of 
the clinical development process, include clinical trials management, biometric activities, consulting, imaging, 
contract staffing, informatics and laboratory services. The company has the expertise and capability to conduct 
clinical trials in most major therapeutic areas on a global basis and has the operational flexibility to provide 
development services on a stand-alone basis or as part of an integrated “full service” solution. They have 
expanded predominately through organic growth, together with several strategic acquisitions to enhance its 
expertise and capabilities in certain areas of the clinical development process. ICON plc mission is to accelerate 
the development of drugs and devices that save lives and improve the quality of life. ICON plc vision is to be 
the Global CRO partner of choice in drug development by delivering best in class information, solutions and 
performance in clinical and outcomes research. 
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Target Price:  $94.38 
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Thesis:  
ICON is well positioned to benefit from drug makers 
continued increase in outsourcing their R&D to CROs. 
This is a long-term trend that ICON can only benefit 
from. ICON also has plans to continue its acquisitions 
strategy that has helped them grow tremendously. Icon 
has also achieved further operational improvements and 
has been successful in the reduction of its customer 
revenue concentration.  

 

Catalysts:  
 

 Steady continued growth prospect 
 

 Continued outsourcing of R&D from 
drug makers. 
 

 Potential acquisitions  
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Business Overview: 
Founded in 1990, ICON's core business is the planning, management, execution, and analysis of Phase I to IV 
clinical trials, ranging from small projects to complex, multinational mega-studies. This business, specifically 
the late-stage Phase III and IV business, which accounts for well over half the company's revenue, benefits 
from substantial competitive advantages. Looking at Phase III trials; these trials usually require thousands of 
patients and usually trials take place across many geographic locations. The scale of these studies really limit the 
completion allowing for an oligopoly of large CROs to really compete. ICON thus has competitive advantage 
when being able to access enormous patient datasets. This because of its key partnerships and established 
relationships it has with trial sites. This has allowed the company to enroll patients a lot faster than a small 
competitor could be able to. In terms of how contracts are awarded; it’s based on the CRO’s brand and 
reputation it has. This has given ICON and additional advantage as they are already established players. 
However, these contracts could be lost at any time if there is even a slight error or abnormality through the 
clinical trial, this can cause regulators to reject the drug or even require a new trial. Thus, drug makers want to 
see a successful track record from a CRO before putting a potential multi-billion-dollar drug into the CRO’s 
hand. In this regard, ICON has done exceptionally well in having a good reputation of success. As of recent 
large and medium drug manufactures have shifted from outsourcing clinical research on project by project basis 
to partnering one or two CROs to handle the entire pipeline. What this creates is longer contracts between 
CROs and drug manufactures. This also allows CROs to dive deeper into their client’s drug development 
process but also create strong relationships and a higher switching cost. ICON has continued to prove itself 
through the industry and it has Pfizer, its oldest and largest client to prove it, as Pfizer has been with ICON for 
over a decade. 

 

Outsourcing opportunities brief: 

Biopharma outsourcing spending is the single biggest driver for the company. I believe this will continue for 
the foreseeable future. ICON identifies growth opportunities across all phases of drug development. The fastest 
growth is expected to come from mid-sized and specialty biotech companies. Asia Pacific is expected to produce 
the fastest growth rate regarding regions. Biopharma outsourcing spending trends are shown in chart below. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 



 
    

 

Research and Development spending and outsourcing is the key to growth: 
 

Revenue since 1998 has increase from $45m to $1.8B in 2016 this is a CAGR of 22% and 12% on an organic 

basis. This tremendous increase is due to a combination of synergistic acquisitions and organic growth. Over 

the course of time this growth as naturally decreased as ICON has grown and other competitors have entered 

but also new regulations have come into existence. This doesn’t take away the fact that ICON revenue CAGR 

is still higher than the industry average of 5-7%. Considering future growth, we can expect steady growth. 

excluding any potential M&A. ICON can increase its revenues at least by 7% CAGR for the upcoming years 

which will predominantly be driven by favorable outsourcing trends. To fully understand these trends let’s take 

into consideration $145.1B drug makers spent on R&D in the year 2016. When excluding cost that won’t get 

outsourced, around $74.5B can be directly addressed by CROs. As shown in chart 1 below only $33.9B was 

outsourced which is less than half. The outsourced R&D is expected to grow 5.6% annually which would 

accumulate to $41.2B by the year 2020, as shown in Chart 1. Looking on a segment basis, late-stage clinical trial 

outsourcing is expected to grow 5.8% per annum. Moreover, the complex clinical trial outsourcing sub-segment 

which is not broken out in Chart 1 is projected to grow at 10+% annually, which will greatly benefit ICON 

given its significant revenue concentration in this area. Looking furtherer, around one-third of ICON’s new 

trials come from oncology. These studies normally require more complicated and longer testing protocols than 

other disease indications. This however requires CROs to have complex trial design expertise, which only 

Paraxel and INC Research have just to name a few. This creates a high demand for ICON’s services and will 

continue to grow throughout the future. Taking all of this into account ICON will continue its growth and 

could outpace the overall industry growth moving forward.  

 

Source: A North Investments and Jefferies       Chart 1 

  



 
    

 

Operational Overview: 

When comparing ICON operational efficiency to the same quarter from the previous year, net revenue in the 

fourth quarter rose to $435 million. This represents 7.9 percent year-on-year growth and 8.4 percent growth on 

a constant currency basis. Looking on the other income statement lines, one can quickly notice some 

improvements in the operational section. Although gross margin seems to have flatten out last year due to 

competitive pricing pressures, operating profit margin continues its path within its growth channel. A 

noteworthy progress in Icon's operations is also obvious from the sum of Selling, General & Administrative 

Expenses, which, as percentage of revenue, decreased from 20.7 percent to 19.2 percent. This can be seen in 

the graph below which was provided by ICON investor presentation.  

 

 

Customer base revenue reduced: 

ICON saw financial statements improvements but it also had considerable advances in terms of the number of 
customers they depend for their revenue. For the full-year 2016, Icon's top client Pfizer; Pfizer represented 26 
percent of revenue compared to 31 percent last year. In the fourth quarter, Pfizer's business accounted for just 
24 percent of ICON’s total revenue and is expected to decrease even further to about 15 to 17 percent by the 
end of 2017 as shown in the graph below. In 2016, Icon's top five customers represented 45 percent of revenue 
compared to 49 percent last year, top 10 represented 58 percent compared to 63 percent last year and top 25 
accounted for 75 percent compared to 78 percent last year. This decrease in Customer base is beneficial to 
ICON because of its reduction in risk associated with customer concentration. The man risk is that if anything 



 
    

 

happens to one of ICON’s major clients, ICON revenue would also be negatively affected. However, ICON 
has been doing well in reducing this issue and will continue to do so for the upcoming year.  

 

 

Stock buyback initiated while share outstanding continues to decrease: 

October 1st, 2016 ICON had commenced a $400m buyback program to be able to provide continued value to 

shareholders. During the fourth quarter ICON used $110m of its current $400m. The remaining $290m 

according ICON’s management will be spent “opportunistically” as there are a lot of assets ICON would want 

to acquire, but does not always succeed do some pricing issues or other business factors that cause an 

impediment. Thus, it’s important to note since 2013 we have a steady shrinkage of shares outstanding for 

ICON, as demonstrated by the graph below.  

 



 
    

 

 

M&A: 

ICON has performed a good amount of M&A throughout years 2008 –2016. Spending roughly $650m on 

mergers and acquisitions. It identifies medical devices, late phase services, among others as future areas for 

M&A investment. As of 2016 ICON continues its strategy of “tuck in” smaller CRO businesses. Management 

believe larger scale deals tend to be more value destroying rather than value creating. In September 2016, Icon 

acquired Clinical Research Management Inc., which ICON believes will bring significant experience when 

operating within government markets and NGO sponsored research markets. Ciaran Murray, former CEO 

stated “ClinicalRM has a strong track record of partnering successfully with government agencies and NGOs. 

They will provide a platform for ICON to further penetrate this significant market segment as we continue to 

grow and diversify our customer base. ClinicalRM's work in the area of global vaccine development will further 

enhance our capabilities in this important area to the benefit of customers and patients globally." This 

acquisition will only further develop and ICON customer base will also helping reduce is customer risk 

concentration. ICON is hopeful to continue acquiring smaller end CROs when it sees the opportunity rise, but 

has yet to mention any potential acquisitions. It’s important to note that when ICON acquired ClinicalRM stock 

price increased 11.6% so it’s possible the market could react in shareholder’s benefit should ICON find another 

company to acquire.   

 

Leading EBIT Margins with a share upside: 

Late-stage clinical research is a relatively asset-light business. Unlike pre-clinical trials and some early-stage 

clinical trials, which normally involve extensive laboratory and animal testing, late-stage human studies require 

relatively minimal infrastructure investment. ICON essentially serves as a consultant, advising and helping its 

clients plan, set up, run, and evaluate their trials. Due to this, it's easy to understand why ICON is so profitable 

among being one if not the best CRO. Looking at its EBIT margin for 2016 it was a record high of 18.7% 

excluding the one-time $8.2 million restructuring charge, EBIT was 19.2%. The industry median EBIT margin 



 
    

 

around 12%. Even the “most high margin CROs” ever break the 15% barrier. This margin discrepancy between 

ICON and its peers should continue to widen over time. A 20-22% EBIT margin is a very conservative long-

term target, assuming the company continues successfully leveraging its costs over a growing top line and it 

continues its M&A strategy. Looking at the graph below which also shows some of its competitors. ICON has 

an enterprise value to EBIT short of 13x, when compared to 27x for the media peer, ICON is at the cheaper 

end of CROs currently available. Though this is small discount which can be justified to account for the ICON's 

significant customer concentration. The current 50+% discount in comparison to the median is absurd as it 

completely ignores the company's robust growth prospects, industry-leading margins, and numerous 

competitive advantages like global economies of scale, barriers to entry, customer switching costs to name a 

few. Taking both the positives and negatives into consideration, I believe ICON can comfortably support a 20x 

EV/EBIT multiple which is 25% discount to peers. This would translate to a higher share value that could be 

beneficial to investors looking to buy into ICON.  

Source: A North Investments, company reports 

 

Conclusion:  

In conclusion, I believe that Icon is an outstanding company. That’s has an ongoing M&A appetite, relative 

high predictability of the business and bright outlook for the CRO industry. Also, ICON ability in diversifying 

customer base and having capable management are strong catalysts for the future. Overall, Icon remains one 

of the most profitable companies in the global CRO industry and well-poised to seize any additional 

opportunities as they arise. 

 

 



 
    

 

 


